
Usability Testing Moderator’s Script/Discussion Guide 
(Words in italics are instructions for moderator and not to be read to user.) 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVALUATORS/USERS 
• Thank them for coming 
• Introduce yourself and observer 
• Tell them they can ask questions 
• We just want to get your thoughts and opinions about the EMU app 

PURPOSE OF TEST AND PROCEDURE 
• We asked some freshmen what they were frustrated/confused/curious about at EMU/Ypsi 

or  what they wish they knew. 
• Said wished there was centralized calendar for school events so they could easily find 

things to do.  
• We found the EMU app that has a calendar, so we want you to try it out so we know what 

new EMU students think about the app and its calendar function. 
• I will try to get you to “think out loud” so that we can record your thoughts. 
• There are no wrong answers and no grades, we just want your impressions of the app. 

BACKGROUND AND DEMOGRAPHICS 
• Okay, let’s get started. Is this your Freshman year at EMU? 
• How old are you? 

TASK SCENARIO 1 
• Here are 2 smart phones with the EMU app loaded on them and opened to the home 

screen. 
(Give them both phones with the app icon visible on one and the app labels on the other.) 
• Look at the two choices of home screen, icons and list view.  Choose the one you prefer 

to use during the testing.  
(Look to see if the app is in the list view or the icon view) 

• Why did you choose that view? 
• Can you please change the view on that phone to the other one.  
• How easy or difficult was it to complete this task? Were you able to figure out how to 

change the screen easily? What would you change, if anything? 
• Go back to the view you like and we’ll move on. 

TASK SCENARIO 2 
• What kind of campus events are you interested or involved in?   Is there any specific 

event you’d like to find details for? 
• Please use this app to find an event you may want to attend. Tell me the steps you are 

taking to do that. 
(If you think there is nothing related to the interest they gave or they don’t have a specific 
interest, don’t let them search forever. Give them 10-15 seconds and then move to task 3.) 

• Tell me what you are doing. Where are you looking?  Why? 
• Give it a shot. What did you find? What are you noticing? 
• What made you check there? What’s your thought process while doing this? 
• Is what you expected to find there? What are you hunting for? 
• Were you able to find it? How easy or difficult was it to complete this task?  
• What would you change, if anything? 



(If their event wasn’t on the app, ask them to search in a different location. Follow same 
scenario as task 2. If they can’t find it again, go to task 3) 

(If their event was on the app calendar they found, go to task 4) 
TASK SCENARIO 3 

• Okay, I’m going to give you a scenario and ask you to find something.  Pretend your dad 
is an EMU alumnus and he called you to find out when the next a capella performance 
was taking place. 

• Please search the app to find out what he wants to know. 
o Where are you looking first?  Why there?   
o Did you find what you expected there? 
o Where else are you going to look?  Why there?   
o Did you find it? Is there any other places you see that it may be listed? 

• Were you able to find it?  
o How easy or difficult was it to complete this task?  
o Here’s where it is.  What would have made it easier to find? 

• What would you change, if anything? What would you prefer if something different? 
TASK SCENARIO 4 

• Please take this paper and going back to the home screen on the app, jot down for us if 
you would make any changes in the app appearance, either label order, or adding or 
removing labels or anything else you can think of that you think would be an 
improvement in the app. 

• Is there too much information on the home screen? What would you add or remove? 
• Did the design help you?   How could this be designed differently to be improved? 

WRAP UP INTERVIEW 
That is all the tasks we have for you today but we do have some questions. 

• Had you ever downloaded the app to a device?  
o If yes, how many devices had you downloaded it to? 
o If yes, do you use the app?  
 If yes, how often?   Frequently?    sometimes?      rarely? 

• Do you regularly use a different calendar of EMU events?  
• Could you describe your experience using the app to find a calendared event?  What was 

easy about it?  What was hard about it?  
• Would you use this app as it is now that you know about it? 
• On a scale of 1-10, 10 being hardest, rate the difficulty of finding a calendar of events. 
• Do you have any suggestions, concerns or ideas for what we could do to make it 

something you’d use? 
• Would you like to see all EMU-related events available on one calendar to search from? 
• Would you like to be able to choose your interests and then receive automatic notices 

when groups you are interested in add events to the calendar?  
• (Moderator, ask observer) Do you have any final questions? 
• What did you think about the testing and scheduling process?  

o How did it go?  
o Do you have any suggestions for us to change the testing? 

• Thank you for your help on this project.  We appreciate your time spent helping us. 


